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NOTES ON THE PLAY 

All characters except Dance Teacher Pat and The Moms are between the ages of e)('ven and fourteen years old. 
However, they should be played by adult actors (for the most part) and should range in age from twelve to 
seventy-five and over. Please go for a spectrum. There is no need for any of the actors to resemble teenagers. (In 
fact, please resist this impulse!) And the more diverse the cast in terms of race, sexuality, backgrounds, bodies, 
souls, etc. the better. 

Think of it as a ghost play: the actors' older bodies are haunting these thirteen-year-old characters. (We're getting 
to see who they grow up to be!) And these thirteen-year-old characters are haunted by the specters of what they 
will become. At times we should be fully in "thirteen-year-old land" with all its ridiculousness, pain, and pleasure. 
And at times we should be palpably aware of the actors' real ages and their distance from this moment in their 
lives. 

The chants should be terrifying rituals that conjure real power. 

The dances should take up time and space and be fully and gorgeously embodied perforrnative events, even if the 
actors possess no real dance talent. (In fact, better if the actors possess no real dance talent.) 

Cuteness is death. Pagan feral-ness and ferocity are key. 

Everyone is nice. 
Everyone is vulnerable. 
And everyone is trying their hardesL 

On notation .. , 

A slash (/) indicates interruption. 
Brackets shaped like < > indicate language thats hushed or spoken under the breath. 
Punctuation is rhythmic and capricious - not grammatical. 
And the character heading "ALL THE GIRLS" includes Luke. 

PRODUCTION NOTES 

The "Gandhi dance• is a social justice dance in the lyrical style. (Google "Dance Moms Voices in My Head" for one 
very arbitrary example.) Please don't make it a dance that appropriates Indian culture or makes fun of Gandhi. It 
should be serious and heartfelt. Also, the role of Gandhi should be meaningful - even if the movements are really 
simple. We should feel Gandhi as the center of the dance at the same time that we understand twelve-year-old 
Connie's disappointment at not being the "cool part," i.e. the more virtuosic (flips! turns!) Spirit of Gandhi that is 
the dance's climax. In other words, you should honor the spirit of the text's suggestion that all Gandhi does is *sit 
on the floor; but you don't have to take it too literally. 

Additionally, (to state the obvious) you cannot do this play if you do not have a South Asian actress in the role of 
Connie. And of the roles of Zu:r.u, Amina, and Ashlee, two of the three must be played by women of color. 

I haven't specified which character should be played by the oldest actor and which character should be played by 
the youngest, but 1 will say in both productions Maeve was the most senior member of our <.-ast, and I think that 
choice is right. 

Also, in Scene One, one of the girls who doesn't speak can simply stay backstage and play Minda. The God Mic 
can be played by Dance Teacher Pat. 

There is full nudity written into the play in Scene 4 when the girls change clothes. In the script, the nudity 
is presented as very frank, but it's really about the process of going from dance clothes to street clothes - it's 
quotidian and practical. The nudity stems from the tremendous intimacy between the girls and their sort of 
unabashed feral-ness. It's also an exploration of non-sexual female nudity onstage, something l feel passionately 
about. I think it does something to the play's alchemy that's impo1·tant. All that said, nudity is 100% optional 
based on the feelings of the actors, and the play can be performed ,vithout it. In both New York and London, each 
actor decided for themselves whether or not they wanted to participate in it and how (i.e. I'll take my pants off 
but leave my T-shirt on, or I'll stay covered, or I'll get completely naked), and in New York, they even adjusted 
their choices on a night-to-night basis. 

On fangs and bloocl ... 

I'm in favor of lots of blood whenever possible. Please really go for the period. Fangs are for you to figure out 
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zuzu. 

I like it 

They smile at each other. 

AMINA. 

I hope we both just get it 

zuzu. 

Yeah! [ hope we're both just Gandhi! 

AMINA. 

OHMYGOD 

zuzu. 

What?! 

AMINA. 

That would be perfect/ 

DANCE NATION 

Conni,e's still there, drinkingfrom her water bottle. She waves at them. 

CONNIE. 

Hey 
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